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At the Chapel, Bruton, Somerset - Official Site At the Chapel, in the Somerset town of Bruton, in the south-west of England, has been created in a Grade II Listed,
17th-century former chapel. Our all-day restaurant and bar is open every day, to serve breakfast, coffee, lunch, afternoon tea, cocktails, wines and dinner within a
soaring, convivial space. Hairdressers, Salon and Colouring | The Chapel The Chapel, with salons in London, Sevenoaks and Tunbridge Wells we have won 30
awards in 10 years. Click here to see why and to book an appointment. Chapel 1877 Bar & Restaurant Cardiff - Official Site Chapel 1877 has been converted into a
real jewel in the crown for Cardiff. There is a certain wow factor when you step inside the French-inspired restaurant. We are not like any other romantic restaurants
in Cardiff.

Chapel - Wikipedia The term chapel usually refers to a place of prayer and worship that is attached to a larger, often nonreligious institution or that is considered an
extension of a primary religious institution. The Chapel - Home | Facebook The Chapel, Burnie, Tasmania. 4,352 likes Â· 41 talking about this Â· 2,273 were here.
Cafe, Bar & Music Venue. Situated in a restored 1890's Chapel. "A. Hair Salon in Tunbridge Wells | The Chapel Once a 19th-century Baptist chapel, our stunning
flagship salon stands proudly in the picturesque spa town of Tunbridge Wells. Itâ€™s here that our concept director, Amanda Dicker, decided to first develop the
unique Chapel experience back in 2001.

Chapel - definition of chapel by The Free Dictionary Near the altar of the church at Bald Hills there was a chapel over the tomb of the little princess, and in this
chapel was a marble monument brought from Italy, representing an angel with outspread wings ready to fly upwards. The Chapel - Stonor The history of the Chapel
at Stonor is one of the most remarkable of any chapel in Great Britain. It was built in the late 13th century by the Stonor family, who have owned it ever since, and it
has remained Catholic, in spite of 250 years of persecution following the Reformation. The Chapel Nightclub - Salisbury's Premier Nightclub Renowned for its
vibrant atmosphere and feel good factor, The Chapel promises a great night out for everyone. We guarantee an experience that will keep you coming back time and
time again.
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